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- **Current membership:** Susan Anderson (IPFW), Tina Baich (IUPUI), Brad Eden (Past Chair, Valparaiso), Franny Gaede (Vice-Chair, Butler), Shayna Pekala (Indiana University), Dave Scherer (Purdue), Matthew Shaw (University of Indianapolis), Cheri Smith (Chair, Notre Dame), Beth Whipple (IU School of Medicine).

- The Committee met (teleconferenced) on September 21, 2014. Here is a list of potential plans for the coming year:
  
  - **Update/migrate ALI Scholarly Communications website** from Google Sites (https://sites.google.com/site/alischolarlycommunication/) to current ALI platform (LibGuides). Franny Gaede will be migrating content and Susan Anderson will be updating the content.

  - **Present a poster on promoting OA week activities at ILF** (November 17-19). Matthew Shaw will be leading a subgroup to create the poster and accompanying handout.

  - **Hold an unconference on scholarly communications topics in the summer, 2015.** The conference will be directed at librarians who want to learn more about scholarly communications issues in general, helping people with copyright and author’s rights issues, and ways to promote/support open access. If this proposal is approved, funding will be required for meals for attendees.